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ABSTRACT
The radiation fields produced by an energetic electron which
m..	 is moving in helical orbit in the magnetoactive plasma are derived
by solving the Maxwell's equations exactly. Those fields consist
of three combonents which are characterized by different wave fre-
quencies related to the anisotropic nature of the medium.
The result, obtained in this paper, seems to be useful in in-
vestigating the suppression of the low frequencies-of solar radio
type IV bursts and galactic radio emission, and sugge6Gs that the
explanation for the influence of ambient plasmas on the gyro-syn-
kchrotron radiation from energetic electrons must be modified.
r. 1.	 INTRODUCTION
The influence of the ambient plasmas on the electromagnetic
radiation from electrons of arbitrary energy which are helically
spiraling in the external. magnetic fields have recently been dealt
with by many authors (Sidman, 1958; Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964,
A 1965; McKenzie, 1964; Liemohn, 1965; Ramaty and Lingenfelter,
	 1967;
Mansfield, 1967; Ramaty, 1968; Sakurai and Ogawa, 1968).
	 Since it
is, however, very difficult to obtain directly the solution for the
0,
u: electromagnetic fields radiated from an electron moving in the aniso-
b~
« tropic medium, various kinds of the devices to solve the Maxwell's
t
equations have been developed.
The suppression of the low frequencies of solar radio type IV
the emission characteristics of the bursts must be important as
has already been discussed by Ramaty and Lingenfelter (1967, 1968)
and Ramaty (1968). However, their treatment has been limited to
1
such frequency ranges as f > fp >> fH , where f, t and fH are the
r
frequencies of emitted radio wave, the plasma and the electron cy-
clotron, respectively. In this case, the ambient plasma is, there-
fore, assumed to be isotropic and the following refractive index, µ
applies:
µ = (1- fp2/f2 ) 1	(1)
f
The conditions which are actually encountered near the sunspot
groups, however, are quite different from this simple case (1). In
fact, the type IV radio bursts are usually emitted from energetic
4
electrons which are moving within a medium where the strength of
magnetic field is very high, say 1000 gauss (for example, Ellison,
1963) . The effect of magnetic field, therefore, cannot be neglected
in dealing with the emission characteristics of type IV radio bursts
(Sakurai, 1964, 1965).
In this paper, we will solve exactly Maxwell's equations ap-
plied to an anisotropic medium, and then discuss briefly the prop-
erties of the solutions. The calculated emission power flux for
some restricted cases is presented in the Appendix.
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FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS AND
Maxwell's electromagnetic
given, by using the anisotr
2) , as follows
THE METHOD OF SOLUTION
equations in a magnetoa ,ct ive plasma
-opic dielectric tensor Ek] (Stix,
-2-
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scurl _ - 1 w H
C
NO	 4n
curl H = i 
c 
[k]E+ -a-
(2)
(3)
V
where E , H and I' are the electric and magnetic fields which are
assumed to change with ex (iwt), where w is the angular frequency,
and the electric current due to the electrons moving helically in
the medium which are responsible for the emission of electromag-
netic waves, and c is the speed of light.
By the use of the vector and scalar potentials A and 0, the
electromagnetic fields,
	 and H are usually expressed as
E =-i 
c 
A - grad 0	 (4)
H: = curl A	 (5)
If we here adopt the following subsidiary condition that satisfies
t:..,) transverse gauge:
div A	 0,	 (6)
the equation for the vector and scalar potential A and 0
02 A + 2 Ck^ A = - 4in I'
	 (7)7	 c
V2 0 _ _
4Tr 
e'
c
where e' is electric charge of the moving electron (e' _ - e).
In this gauge, it is not necessary to take the scalar potential 0
into consideration. Really, in dealing with the electromagnetic
emission from an electron, it is sufficient to take into :account
-3-
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only the vector potential A in the wave fields. Accordingly, the
electromagnetic fields in the wave fields are expressed by
E ms - 1 2 A	 (4)'
	F,	 H	 curl A,	 (5)'
r
in place of equations (4) and (5) .
If we make use of such a Green tensor G ( r, r') that satisfies
the equation,
(p2 _	 10 ) CG (.r ,r') a = 8 (r-r') ,	 (8)
c
the vector potential A (r , t) formally solved is mathematically
expressed as follows:
4TT
	
r	
A	 ( r, t) --
	
I G
 (: r p r' )	 I' ( r t') dr'	 dt' ,	 (9)
where r and r' are the position vectors from the null point of the
i
i coordinate to the point of observation and to the location of the
moving charges, respectively. t and t' are., farther, the times with
respect to the point of observation and the location of the charges,
respectively.
In order to solve equation (8), the Green tensor G( r,*r') and
the 6-function are Fourier -transformed as follows:
CG( r, r') I = 
^4n ) 
3
111G ( k, w ) e i	 (r - rf ) d9	 (10)
^
...	 .mo	 1	 i k ( r - r')	 .^
6 (t - r ' )	 e	 dk	 (11)
(47) 3
where X and w are the vector wave number and angular frequency,
respectively.
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Using the result just obtained, the formal solution of
equation (8) , CG ( k, w) I , is given by
EG (.k, w-)] - EX-1 -1 ,
k2 _
S
 W2 iD ^
	
0
C2 	 c
	
0k2 - '^ 'W2
	
0
c"	 c2
0	 0	 k2 - p-
c
where
Ix. ]
(12)
(Y3)
r
The quantities as S , P and D which appeared in the above equation
are expressed as follows, by using the notations defined by Stix
(1962):
S =
	 (R+L)	 D =2(R-L)
w 
2
and	 P = 1 - + V
W,
where	
w 
2	
w 2
R = 1 -
 
w	
w
.2 w - wH' 
L = 1 -	 _
	
U)	 w + w H
(w = 2nf, wp = 2nfp
 and w,H=2nfH).
Equation (12) is rewritten in the following form:
-5-
^f
CG( g o W)3
k2 S
..^-R
D ') 2
i	 c.^.
Co
i	 c2
ko
k2 - S w22
0
;E
0
0
0	 0
	 1	 ' (12)
k2-P
G J
where
C4
When the above solution CG ( k, w)l is substituted into
equation (10) and integrated with respect to IkI =k, the following
,k equation is obtained:
CG( r,r;  	 1 ^Gi^^b 	 dw,	 (14)T .9
	
R
where R' = Ix - rP and
CGi3?°I
C R'
1 (e c R' +e Cr RI ) i(e w R "^ - e	 ) 0
2	 2
i i*R' ^ A R' aR 1 C ' NIL—i^^`(e	 -e	 ) 2 (e	 + e
0	 0	 e	 (15)
By substituting ( 14) into equation (9), the solution A. ( rot)
is derived formally as follows:
-6-
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I
AA ( r,t) - 4n ^ CG( r,: r' ) ]I(: V l t' )e"* `' (t"t 	 dr 1, dt ► c u (16)c J'
R
This result ^s used to calculate the radiation fields, E and H
which are g4.ven by equations (4) 1
 and (5)1,
3. RADIATION FIELDS BY ELECTRONS IN HELICAL ORBITS
The Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Fig. 1, is used
-rhere, where the external magnetic field tHois along the Z-axis.
In equation (16), the electric current I' is expressed as
I' =e W)6(r ► -re (t ► )), (17)
since the radiating electron producers an electric current, where e,
V and ne are the electronic charge, the velocity and the position
E
vector of the electron.
As is evident from the figure, R' _
	 - ' and R ► -R ' - :I r - r!(.
Because of r ► <<I.51, the following approximation is possible:
{
where n - fi'/R.
Thus equation (16) can be integrated with respect to r ► , by
using the above approximation, as follows:
A'.(;;.x ,t)= Zrerc f	 [Gib] " (t,)e-itu (t-tdtId. wo 	(Z8)
t' ,w
3
where R' in CGi j I is expressed as r - n . , re' M!	 Here 4 ► (t ► ) is
the position vector of a radiating electron, and clearly Ir e l « ,r,
t
and a
	
	 ^ ^ 	 ^^pproximately h = R 1 /R 1
	r/1 i I .
In the following calculation, the vector n is taken within the
(y-z) plane, so n is expressed as
-7-
rim J sin O + k cos Of
by using the definition given in Fig. 2, where i,, j and are the
unit vectors as for the x-, y- and z-axis, respectively, and g is
the angle between the vector r and z-axis,
The position vector xVe ' (t') and the velocity V' (t') (=dre ' /dt' )
of the radiating electron are respectively given by
re ' (t v )	 i ^ cols wit' + w rs in- w ' t' + k v ^^ t'	 C 19 )
kX	 H
and
v , (t')	 i Or sin wt r + j v, cos whit r + k V 1 1 ,	 (20)
where
wH'VrwH Nl-$ 2 1 wg w eHo/moc and 0 m v/c.
In the above two equations, v ,L and v I are the components of the
electron velocity perpendicular and parallel to the external mag-
netic field = M6 is the rest mass of an electron.
By taping equation (19) into consideration, R' is expressed as
follows:
R' = r- n. re ' (t') a r - (77r sin 8 sin u) ' t' + v j) cos 6 . t' )
H	 H
Equation (18) can be easily integrated with respect to time t',
using both the above approximation and several mathematical equali-
ties such as e-i x sin ^. '	 J x,% 
a-is^, 
thus the result is
s =— s, s
A Cr , t)	 e J e iwt Axw dw
-«, r
AYw
AM
where
-8-
AXW - 2 ^L	 { CJs (Xl) - -s Js ( X1) ] a 6 (U? ^>l
+ GJS (X2 ) + X Js I(X2 ) b 6 (w 2)2
I
Aycu = " 2 ^^` { CJ' (X) - s.___ Ja (XI ) ] a b (W 1)S 1	 XI
CJs (XZ ) + ,S 
2 
Js (X2) ] b 6 N ► 2)
Av"W = vv 
it 
JS ( X3 ) c 6 (W3)
C
and
v
X1 =	 ^ 1' sin e
W1
H
	
w	 vj_
X2 =^ / ^, sine
H
	
W
	
v 
X3 = c--^^r sink
H
^9
y
s
i
i^r i C ^r i	 r.
a b=e and c=e
The variables of the three 6 -functions are respectively
'Wl = w - SWH - 
w  	
A[L cos A
W 2 = w - sw' - w^ 	 N/R_ cos e
w3 
= W - sw' - W0 ,11  ^/P cos e,
where O il	 = V11'./c.
The wave frequency w in equation ( 21) is defined by the 6-
function  such as 6 (W I ) ,	 b (^ 2 )	 and S	 (W3). Accordingly, the
equat i on (21) is easily integrated with respect to the wave fre-
quency and deduced as follows:
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(23b)
I
o^
A (r,t) ism- r Asx	 (22)^ s J) k^
ASS,
{
s
Asz '	 !
1
where
	
s is
( Xl)-JS Xl )	 (^ -
	
fir - t)l vl
sx	
Cos	 a^(^?^)a
- 
s is ( X2) + J5 ( X2 )	 i (4 ^ r--u t)
cos e a
w(^)
	
S Js (X1)-J , ( Xl )	 i( fix'-wt)
_ v
A	
^ 1 l 
^'
Xl
	e 	 bsy	 (^l)2 c	 a (W ,^)cos e a w
	
X2 Js (X2) + is ( X2)	 1(a ^r Wt)
+	 (w
a (
	
e	 b(w2)^
1^0 II cos a 
a
ttx``.^
bf
i(WjPr Fw t)
Asz -- v ii	 J3	 (x3) e	 c b	 (W 3 )	 (23c)
W 
3P)
cos g
a
By substituting the results (22) and (23) into equations (4)'
and	 (5)", the electromagnetic radiation fields produced by an
electron in helical orbit can be calculated as follows:
The electric f ield:
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.^..4_.. _	 rte..: _....:.
Qi
X Js (Xl) -JS (Xl)	 i (&cfir-w t)E	 _ 1 vl a{ 1	 a	 w6(w1)sx	 2 CZ r 1- 11 cose a (w L^ )
aW
Js Q ) +i, 	 i (^ fir- wt )
_	
2	
e	 Wb (w 2 ) }	 (24a)
1-0 11 cose d (w)
s is (Xl) -Js (Xl ) -JS (Xl)
J. v	 XlE	 1 e	 a	 W 6 (w )
sy '^	 r	 1-S I cos e a (^?^/^)	 l
I	
aw
s
Js (^f2 ) +J (XZ )	 i ( Rr-w-t )
+/- 	
e	 w 6 (W 2 ) ^	 (24b)
l-SI^ COs
	 (^^JR)
^^^ P
	
s(X2)	 i( NrPr-wt)
Esz -- i ^2 r
	
e	 w S (w 3)	 (24c)
1- 0
	al cos e (_^u. „Tp)
ow
The magnetic field:
e w	 S ^^ Js (X3)	 i(c ^r wt)Hsx = i r tr ^ sin e	 6 (w )
	
1_0 11cose ^ww	
3
l v	 Js (Xl) -Js (X1)	 i (fir w t)
cos 8 l	 e' 8 (W l)
2 e
	 1-s II cose a ML)
aw
	J (X )+J' (X )
	 i (^ ,,^Rr-wt)I vl	 g s 2^ s 2	 c
^ cos 8 2	 e	 wS (w 2 ) }	 (25a)
2 C ;	 1-S (lcose
a^ rt
v ---is  (xi) -Js (Xl ) i (w Ar-wt)
e 1 H	 - r {. 'Z ZCos a CjL 1	 e	 w b (W 1)s
c	 1
-III cose a (U)
aw
Jim 	 III	 I
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I
IX Js (X2 ) +Js (X2)	 i(' r r-wt )
	
- ^FR 2 	 e	 L05 0 2 ) ] }	 (25b)
1 -R I^ cos8 as C?,/,)
aw
c
e 1 vl Js 
(Xl) -Js (X l ) i ,,fir -Wt)
HSz	 ^. 2 c2 s in 8 1^
	
a C w) a	 ws (WI)-S II cose
^w
s is (X2) +Js W	 i (^ Air-wt )
	
- ^ X2
	
e	 w5 ( w2)	 (25c)
1- ^ If cos 8 a (`)
a u^
Although the above solutions are quite complicated, the Poynting
vector can be calculated by making use of the above electric and mag-
netic fields. In anisotropic plasmas, it is necessary to calculate
both the electric and magnetic fields for the Poynting vector to be
derived, because the direction of this vector does not, in general,
correspond to that of the wave normal vector n (for= example, Sekefi,
1966). Thus, the Poynting vector for the S-th harmonic Is is given
by using equation (24) and (25) as follows:
Is - 8C (Vs x H + Es x HS) ,	 (26)
where Vs == (Esx, Esy, Esz) and Hs	 (Hsxl Hsy, Hsz)• The asterisk
denotes the complex conjugate component. In this expression, the
three Doppler-shifted emission frequencies are involved in the Poyn-
ting flux such as
	
swH	 SW IH	 sW HW	 =
1-0 II  /L cos 8 ,
	 1-0 II	 cos 
8 and 1- 0 CI ^ cos 8.	 (27)
These are obtained from the 6-functions such as S( wi), W2 ) and
6(w 3 ) .
-12-
1
I
if
The frequencies given
when the orbital motion of
0 11 = 0. In this case, all
(=,GoH /l-p2), which is the
electrons.
by equations (27) are identical only
an emitting electron is circular, i.e.,
these frequencies are. reduced to stuff
well-known gyro-frequency of relativistic
When the approximation w > P >> wR is satisfied as has been
considered by Ramaty (1968), the medium necessarily becomes isotro-
pic and consequently it follows  that A, R	 = ^ l-wp2/w2 . It is,
therefore, quite easy to calculate the Poynting vector in this case
and one can easily, obtain the same result as shown by Ramaty (1968)
(See Appendix 1).
If one assumes that wp2/2 « 1 or that the medium is vacuum,
the well-known formulae for the Poynting flux vector is obtained by
using equations (24) and (25)(See Appendix 1), which has already
been obtained by Schott (1912), Schwinger (1949) and Landau and
L if schitz (1961) .
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The exact solutions for the radiation fields produced by an
electron of arbitrary energy in a magnetoactive plasma have been ob-
tained in this paper. Since the medium is anisotropic, the solutions
are very complicated in form as is seen from equations (24) and (25).
However, these results make it possible to examine the influence of
•	 magnetoactive plasmas on the electromagnetic emission from electrons
in helical orbits.
As will be shown in Appendix 1, the solutions obtained here
give the same result as that by Ramaty (1968) when both the ap-
d
-13-
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I
Iproximation f > fp >> f H and ^ 	 0 are adopted.
In applying these to several problems on solar and galactic
radio emissions, the power flux will have to be calculated. These
calculations are now under way.
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IARpendix 1
-When w> tup >> `j,H, it follows that ^ M h . n/p - )l^  w p2/VJ ,
being equal to the isotropic refractive index (1). Since the medium
in this case is isotropic, the poynting vector is given as follows;
-b	 c 1 
'+2 1 
-4ps  71Y ES n
I ". 12 + J Esy 
2 cost 8 + Es21 Z sin '2 8 } n
ps	
n e2	 (w) 2	 1	 { 
[Pr JS 
(X) 12
T2 4^ c	 2
cos8	 (U1).^..
W
+[ I^ cos6XJs(X) ]2+Is^^ sinBJS (X) ]2)6 (w_SwH  w0 ) µcos8)	 (A-1)
equation (A-1) is reduced to
-► c	uu 2	 2	 cos 6	 2ps = n 
4nr2 ( C) { CaJs (ssµsn6) +Cµ sin 8 Js(ssµsin6) I
X S (u) -.SUJ I ) ,	 (A-3)
since S = 0. This result is equivalent to that of Eamaty ( 1968).
In the vacuum, µ 1. The above equation is further reduced to
.^SW
Ps = n	 c ( CH )2 (J.-P 2) { 1 PJS(sssin6) 32417r2
 
	
+CcotejS WSW) ]2)
	 (A-4)
which is the well-known formula (for example, Schott, 1912; Landau
and Lifshitz, 1961) .
-16-
where	 SOL µ sin 8
X 1 -P 11` µ cos e	 (n^u )
When the orbit of electron motion is circular, the above
CAPTION OF FIGURES
Fig. 1	 The coordinate system and the relation among the
position vectors.
Fig. 2	 The relation between the point of observation and
the electron motion.
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